Malnutrition impacts quality of life and places annually-recurring burden on the health care system. Half of older adults are at risk for malnutrition in long-term care (LTC). Monitoring and measuring nutritional intake is paramount yet involves time-consuming and subjective visual assessment, limiting current methods' reliability. The opportunity for automatic image-based estimation exists. Some progress outside LTC has been made (e.g., calories consumed, food classification), however, these methods have not been implemented in LTC, potentially due to a lack of ability to independently evaluate automatic segmentation methods within the intake estimation pipeline. Here, we propose and evaluate a novel fully-automatic semantic segmentation method for pixel-level classification of food on a plate using a deep convolutional neural network (DCNN). The macroarchitecture of the DCNN is a multi-scale encoder-decoder food network (EDFN) architecture comprising a residual encoder microarchitecture, a pyramid scene parsing decoder microarchitecture, and a specialized per-pixel food/no-food classification layer. The network was trained and validated on the pre-labelled UNIMIB 2016 food dataset (1027 tray images, 73 categories), and tested on our novel LTC plate dataset (390 plate images, 9 categories). Our fully-automatic segmentation method attained similar intersection over union to the semi-automatic graph cuts (91.2% vs. 93.7%). Advantages of our proposed system include: testing on a novel dataset, decoupled error analysis, no userinitiated annotations, with similar segmentation accuracy and enhanced reliability in terms of types of segmentation errors. This may address several short-comings currently limiting utility of automated food intake tracking in time-constrained LTC and hospital settings.
I. INTRODUCTION
Malnutrition has important clinical ramifications as it leads to mortality and morbidity [1] , decreases quality of life [2] , and places considerable annually-recurring economic burden on the health care system in the order of billions of dollars (USA $15.5 billion [3] , UK £7.3 billion [4] ). Approximately 23% of older adults are malnourished [5] with an additional 15% at medium or high risk for malnutrition [6] , [7] . In longterm care (LTC) homes, the risk is even greater with 45% of residents at risk for malnutrition [8] . Thus, malnutrition has multidomain effects and should be monitored.
While methods for measuring nutritional intake exist (e.g., food frequency questionnaires, food diaries, 24 hour recall [9] ), these methods are subject to self-reporting bias, negatively affecting accuracy and validity [10] , [11] . Selfreport measures have been shown to have error margins from 4 to 400% for 24-hour recall, or up to 50% for estimating portion sizes [12] . In the LTC sector, personnel are mandated to report at-risk resident's food and fluid intake; however, current methods report correct estimation of intake occurring only 44% of the time under routine conditions, and correct estimation as low as 38% of the time with delayed recording [13] . As a result, trust in these measurements are low with limited utility in practice, yet care providers are keen to utilize this information if measurement reliability could be ensured [14] .
Automated tools may provide a time efficient, cost efficient, and objective alternative. However, they are not without their own challenges, specifically related to food classification (segmentation and recognition), portion size estimation (scale inference), and food mixing (occlusions). Existing food intake tracking systems rely on images from multiple perspectives [15] , require a single image with a fiducial marker (i.e., reference object) [16] , or require manual segmentation and labelling for each food item [17] , which involves operator time and may impact accuracy. For example, two operators may segment food differently, foods may be incorrectly labelled, or labels may be missed in some cases. One semi-automatic method, interactive graph cut segmentation, has been popular in the domain of food segmentation [18] , [19] , [20] . It does not impart the same degree of burden as manual segmentation and we consider this as more representative of an "applied ground truth". However, interactive annotation graph cuts [21] requires user input to initialize the segmentation process.
While additional food image segmentation progress has been made, error assessment in these systems tend not to be reported, or segmentation is coupled with classification [18] , [20] , [22] , [17] , [23] or volume [19] , making sources of error difficult to disentangle. This has practical implications as there generally is no way to systematically assess error trajectory as part of the pipeline for predicting nutritional outcomes. This results in the system operating as a "blackbox", which may limit the uptake of these approaches in the field. In line with current human computer interaction trajectories [24] , we seek to improve trust and transparency in this machine learning-powered approach by instead focusing on developing an explainable system. Beyond the user and ethical perspectives, several researchers echo the need for accurate segmentation methods for accurately predicting nutritional information down-stream in the pipeline [17] , [25] .
Where accuracy was reported within the domain of food image segmentation, various metrics have been used. For example [26] reported a receiver operating characteristic curve of 0.9982, with precision and recall approaching 0.81 and 0.55, respectively [27] . Intersection over union (IOU) has been more consistently reported and range between 0.64 [28] to 0.97 [29] . IOU has several advantages over more traditional precision/recall metrics as it considers the proportion of properly assigned pixels but also penalizes false positive predictions. Using methods such as adaptive k-means segmentation has yielded an IOU of 0.64 for [28] (single image analysis). Other methods have achieved higher IOU using deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN) when trained/tested on the same food dataset. Ciocca et al. achieving an IOU of 0.79 under different illuminants [30] . Aslan et al. achieved an IOU of 0.931 using semantic segmentation with conditional random fields and data augmentation on cafeteria trays [25] . Aguilar et al. achieved an IOU of 0.971 for spatially distinct food items [29] . There is still room for improvement both in terms of accuracy as well as generalizability, especially when considering bias introduced by the common practice of training and testing on the same database.
More generally, progress in this field has been outside the context of LTC with an emphasis of an individual tracking and managing their personal weight loss or health tracking using a mobile device [31] , [17] , [16] , [32] , [25] , [15] , [29] . While these approaches could be modified for use in LTC, in their current form, they target a different purpose (e.g., calorie tracking), still rely on self-monitoring, and do not consider the LTC context for food and fluid intake tracking best practices. As such, these approaches are currently infeasible for largescale monitoring, especially in time-constrained environments such as LTC or hospital settings.
In this paper, we propose a novel single camera (monocular) food intake tracking system designed to be used in clinical settings (such as LTC or hospitals). We propose a novel deep convolutional neural network for semantic segmentation of food on the plate, consistent with LTC food and fluid intake visual assessment procedures. The use of a monocular RGB camera brings simplicity over a multi-camera or multiperspective set-up, reducing processing and acquisition time while removing subjectivity in the assessment. Using a novel fully labeled LTC food image dataset, consisting of 390 unique plates across three representative meals with both distinct and mixed foods, we assess the feasibility of our proposed system in LTC environments in terms of segmentation accuracy (IOU) for early malnutrition detection via plate-by-plate food consumption tracking.
II. METHODS

A. Data Collection
Data were collected in an industrial research kitchen modeled after industrial kitchens found in LTC homes. We constructed an image acquisition system that enabled top-down image capture. Images were saved on a computer for further segmentation processing.
Three representative meals each consisting of three food items (breakfast: oatmeal, toast, eggs; lunch: pasta, salad, cookie; and dinner: meatloaf, mashed potatoes, corn) were selected from an LTC menu and imaged as part of this datacollection series. Each plate was assembled with up to three food items. One full serving of each food item was defined by the nutritional label portion size. Plates were imaged at every permutation of 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100% of each food item consumed, where 100% corresponds to no amount of that food component remaining. These 25% incremental bins were selected based on standard dietary intake record forms used in LTC [33] , [34] , [35] . This yielded 125 (5 3 ) unique plates per meal (meals total = 375 unique plates) with an additional 5 plates of mixed dinner foods, each mixed to three levels (i.e., lightly mixed to thoroughly mixed together) for an additional 15 complex plates. Therefore, the dataset consists of a grand total of 390 unique plate instances. During image acquisition, the room temperature varied from 20.6 • C to 22.5 • C.
B. Network Architecture
Inspired by the image segmentation network architecture in [38] , we designed the macroarchitecture of the proposed food segmentation DCNN as a multi-scale encoder-decoder network architecture tailored for full-resolution, pixel-level semantic segmentation of food images. Figure 1 shows the network architecture, which consists of a residual encoder microarchitecture, a multi-scale hierarchical decoder microarchitecture, and a final high-resolution, per-pixel classification layer for producing the final food segmentation map. The residual encoder microarchitecture is responsible for encoding RGB images into a set of feature maps describing the objects in the image. The encoder feature map outputs are then processed through the decoder microarchitecture which parses the scene at multiple spatial scales. These multi-scale representations were concatenated to the feature map outputs, and a 1x1 convolutional layer was trained to output a two-class per-pixel segmentation map.
For the residual encoder microarchitecture, we leveraged a spliced ResNet101 architecture with pre-activation [36] . The ResNet101 architecture was chosen because of its powerful representational capability for learning discriminative feature representations from complex scenes. We sought to leverage this representational capability for our scenario of food segmentation, and as such, we leveraged the notion of transfer learning by beginning with a ResNet101 network architecture designed for classification, trained on the ImageNet dataset of natural scenes, and splicing off the deeper ResNet101 layers to create the final encoder microarchitecture. More specifically, we splice at the third unit of the first residual block [37] , leading to the proposed residual encoding microarchitecture, which encodes 120×160 RGB images into 256 15×20 highdimensional feature maps. As such, the image was fed through a 7×7 convolutional layer with 64 kernels and a stride of 2. Then, a 3×3 max pool with stride of 2 was performed to downsample the image. These representations were fed [36] and a pyramid scene parsing [37] decoder microarchitecture. through the first ResNet101 block, consisting of 64 1×1 convolution, 64 3×3 convolution, and 256 1×1 convolution layers three times, with skip connections after every set of 3 layers. The last 3×3 layer was downsampled using a stride of 2. Thus, the encoder microarchitecture outputs 256 feature maps at 1/8 the input image size.
The decoder microarchitecture of the proposed food segmentation network was designed to decode the feature maps from the encoder microarchitecture into hierarchical global priors using a region binning scene parsing network architecture design. It is well known that multi-scale context aids pixel segmentation [39] which is particularly relevant within the food context. As humans observing food, there are two main components: the colour of the food and the texture of the food. This texture also varies across scales (i.e., food has a hierarchical nature to it). To account for the multiscale context of food, we leveraged a pyramid scene parsing network (PSPNet) [37] which was connected to the feature outputs from the encoder microarchitecture. As such, the PSPNet decoder microarchitecture performs analysis across four spatial scales, which adds information representing the underlying feature representation and provides local-to-global context of the plate of food. The feature maps were fed into four parallel max-pool layers, with bin sizes of 1×1, 2×2, 3×3, and 6×6. The upscaled hierarchical global prior outputs were concatenated to the encoder feature maps and two class (food or not food) pixel-level segmentation was performed using a 1×1 convolution layer. A circle Hough transform [40] was used to mask the plate from the table, eliminating the false detection of tables with complex patterns.
Downsampling was conducted to align the spatial feature sizes of the encoder and decoder microarchitectures with the UNIMIB2016 dataset [41] . The UNIMIB2016 data is resized to match our image height/width which were at the same aspect ratio (4:3). This resizing to 120x160 images provided two key advantages: (1) computation reduction, (2) better scaled kernels for the image size. We empirically observed that the original size made it so that there was not enough global context, resulting in the middle of foods getting misclassified. By downsampling our image, the network was then able to pick up on primary low level features instead of getting stuck in the texture of the food and could be successfully decoded by the pyramid scene parsing decoder microarchitecture.
C. Training
We trained the proposed encoder-decoder food network (EDFN) on the UNIMIB 2016 food dataset (1027 tray images, 73 categories), which contains per-pixel segmentation [41] . The encoder weights were frozen to conserve deep computational feature extraction from large robust datasets, and only the decoder weights were optimized. The UNIMIB 2016 dataset was chosen due to its food variety, overhead view, and pixel-level segmentation annotation. Additionally, since our method was driven by LTC application requirements with data collection in a specific manner, we needed a dataset that was similarly acquired (e.g., pixel-wise annotation, not bounding boxes) so training/fine-tuning could be accomplished without bias by our novel LTC test dataset. All training images were resized to 120×160 resolution to be consistent with our test dataset. The UNIMIB data were randomly split into training and validation subsets (80% to 20% ratio). The optimal network was found when validation loss converged, according to a softmax cross-entropy loss function.
D. Testing and Analysis
We tested the network on our custom LTC dataset consisting of 9 unique food items and 390 images (see Section II-A). This dataset consisted of 250 plate instances of 6 unique food items, 125 plate instances of 3 more challenging combined food dishes (e.g., green mix salad, pasta with tomato sauce), and 15 mixed-dish dinner plates. The original images were downsampled from 480×640 to 120×160 to decrease the number of network parameters and improve computation time. The images were hand segmented to define ground truth segmentation masks of the food on the plates. We compared our results to those generated by semiautomatic graph cut segmentation. Because user input is required for initialization, for consistency one line was used to denote each food item present on the plate and one squiggled background line was indicated around the top and right side of the image as shown in Figure 2 . The output from this method is a plate-level food segmentation mask.
To compare quantitative performance between methods, we use the common performance measures of global accuracy (Equation 1) to describe the percentage of correctly classified pixels, as well as the intersection over union (IOU) both within a meal (i.e., breakfast, lunch, dinner, mixed plates) (Equation 2) and across meals (Equation 3). For this application, the IOU provides a more representative metric for how our segmentation system is performing as it captures accuracy within the context of the true bounded food areas since false positive predictions are penalized. The maximum value of IOU is 1.0 when the intersection maps perfectly over the union without deviation.
GlobalAccuracy =
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III. RESULTS
A. Comparing general IOU and accuracy performance
We attained a comparable performance between our fullyautomatic proposed EDFN with Hough (EDFN-H) and the graph cuts with Hough (GC-H), which requires user input for seed initialization (see Table I 
B. Sensitivity analysis of the most error-prone scenarios: sauce remnants
For the worst performing meal scenarios, typically food residue was interpreted as food whereas a human annotator ignored these spots. While these are not errors in locating food per se (i.e., it is sauce), they contribute to under-representation of consumed food. With the end application in mind of building a system that can quantify many types of foods and food consistencies (i.e., modified texture foods), this problem will be exacerbated and introduce non-systematic error to the system. Implications and approaches to address these errors are discussed in Section IV.
We suspected the main contributing factor to GC-H outperforming our proposed method on lunch was the fact that sauce, specifically in the 100% eaten pasta plates, would not have been selected as a class. A great example showing this discrepancy can be see in Fig. 3 for Lunch050 where sauce remnants were auto-segmented in our proposed method and were not selected by users as valid food for classification in the graph cuts implementation. This oversegmentation by our proposed method affects 25 plates with the 100% eaten pasta translating to 20% of our lunch dataset. To test this hypothesis, we conducted a sensitivity analysis where we removed the 100% eaten pasta (25/125 lunch plates) from the lunch dataset and re-ran the IOUs to compare GC-H and EDFN-H. After removal of the fully eaten pasta plates containing sauce remnants, the EDFN-H IOU increased to 92.4% showing an improvement of 4.6%. This diminished the difference in IOU between EDFN-H and GC-H from 6.4% to a margin of 1.4%. Global accuracy remained relatively unchanged.
C. Performance on difficult meal scenarios
In Figure 3 , GC-H's weakest performing example of Break-fast124 is illustrated, in which the food was over segmented, whereas EDFN-H differentiates between plate and food well. To compare the two methods' agreement, we conducted Bland-Altman analysis (see Figure 4 ) across images using our lunchadjusted set (i.e., 25 lunch plates removed). The distribution of points has a "cone"-like shape, with tight bounds at high IOU values, and fanned out towards low IOU values. This indicates that a number of plates were well segmented by both methods. Looking to the limits of agreement (LOA) which represents µ ± 1.96σ of difference for these data, we observed that LOA is tight and with very small bias (mean difference −0.01). We would expect it to be slightly negative (i.e., GC-H outperforms on average) because GC-H is semi-automatic, which implies a greater degree of control over the segmentation. The LOAs are ± 0.07 indicating there was a 7% difference in which food was estimated across all plates between both methods. Looking outside the 95% LOA bounds: 11 images were below lower LOA (i.e., GC-H outperformed EDFN-H) while 13 were above upper LOA (EDFN-H outperformed GC-H) as shown in Figures 5 and 6 . This is promising as it indicates the automatic method is slightly outperforming semi-automatic in instances where generally the IOU is poorer; this may indicate enhanced performance in more complex meal scenarios. To further investigate this, we compiled a list of instances outside the LOA (i.e., examples where one method substantially outperformed the other). In the case of EDFN-H, all 11 examples below the LOA cutpoint could be explained by sauce or food remnants. With graph cuts however, in the 13 instances where EDFN-H method outperformed, IOU errors were due to a combination of under-(8/13) and oversegmentation (5/13) of the food. The implications of these types of errors are discussed in Section IV.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Implications of under-and over-segmentation
As presented in the results, graph cuts' performance as defined by the IOU, while high, was sometimes unpredictable in terms of whether it under-segmented or over-segmented the food area. These types of errors have important clinical ramifications. Consider the comparison of a resident's plate with the full serving ("before plate"), and then after they consumed their meal with leftovers ("after plate"). By subtracting the after plate from the before plate, we can infer how much that resident consumed. The estimated intake could be incorrect due to under-reporting food consumption (i.e., less food reported than actually consumed) or over-reporting food consumption (i.e., more food reported than actually consumed).
Over-reporting is a larger problem than under-reporting in terms of identifying residents at risk for malnutrition. Overreporting implies false negatives which represent residents whose nutritional requirements are not being met and whose malnutrition risk will be missed. While under-reporting may lead to increased sensitivity due to false positives, most atrisk residents who eat very little will still be identified which Fig. 5 : Each of the 11 instances where graph cuts greatly outperformed EDFN-H (i.e., below limit of agreement cutpoint), could be attributed to food or sauce remnants (breakfast: oatmeal remnants, lunch: pasta sauce remnants, dinner: potato remnants). enables the opportunity for pre-screening for appropriate intervention. Examples of segmentation errors that can lead to over-reporting would be a before plate over-segmentation (i.e., more food than is really there), followed by either a proper segmentation or an under-segmentation of the after plate. Under-reporting could occur in the converse instances such as under-segmentation, or proper segmentation of before plate followed by an over-segmentation of the after plate.
The variability in segmentation errors beyond the LOA for graph cuts may therefore impact the reliability of the system and user trust in the system. Certainly, graph cuts' performance could be improved with additional seeds; however, for the purpose of systematically analyzing its performance in the context of extremely time constrained environments such as LTC, the number of seeds and the way in which seeds were assigned were held constant.
In contrast, our EDFN-H method was more sensitive to classifying sauce remnants as food and consistently oversegmented these areas. These errors accounted for 100% of cases where graph cuts performed much better than our EDFN-H (cases below LOA limits). The consistency in these types of errors may imply a more reliable and higher user trust in the system. Furthermore, incorporating other modalities may help alleviate these errors observed from food residue, such as leveraging depth-compensation as a post-processing step for addressing these slight food remnants (i.e., depth of approximately zero). Regardless, by setting up a system where segmentation is performed independently of classification, and by tracking the changes in error via IOU across processing steps in this modular fashion, we can enable the systematic evaluation of error throughout a multi-stage system.
B. Automated approach imparts a reduced processing burden
Using graph cuts as our "applied ground-truth", task completion time represents an additional point for consideration, and our automated approach provides a key advantage in the food and nutrition tracking context. User defined graph cuts incurred approximately 5 seconds of manual annotation time per image. Assuming 192 residents across 6 neighbourhoods (units) in long-term care, this implies 48 additional minutes (192 × 5 × 3/60) during a meal-service simply to annotate the images. The average time for charting residents' food intake for a day is at least 270 minutes [14] , which implies that annotation could impart an 18% time increase to complete food intake charting. This approach is infeasible and prohibitive within this context. Instead, compared to the graph Fig. 6 : Thirteen instances where EDFN-H greatly outperformed graph cuts (i.e., above limit of agreement cutpoint); 8/13 due to graph cuts oversegmentation, 5/13 due to graph cuts undersegmentation. cuts method, our proposed automatic segmentation method requires no additional time commitment from the user with the added benefit of comparable performance to graph cuts in terms of accuracy of segmentation and improved reliability in terms of types of errors observed.
C. Performance in context: literature and in practice
Comparing our proposed system to previous work on image segmentation, our global IOU of 0.912 fits among the top performers (comparison range between 0.64 [28] to 0.97 [29] ) with comparable global accuracy (proposed: 0.980; [28] : 0.993). Additionally, since our training and testing datasets were completely independent, our proposed system may be more generalizable and more robust against food presentation variance. For example, [29] use the same training dataset as our proposed system however they split it into 64% training and 36% testing sets. Their target application for their work is self-service restaurant billing. For their work the food variance would arise from different restaurants; in our domain of LTC food intake tracking, this variance would arise from different textures (e.g., minced, pureed, thickened, normal, etc.).
Comparing both our proposed method and the graph cuts methods to LTC's current system, which uses subjective visual assessments of food intake, both image-based systems provide substantially improved accuracy. In practice, self-reporting error margins range from 4 to 400% for 24-hour recall, or up to 50% for estimating portion sizes [12] . In addition, correct estimation of portion sizes is as low as 38% in LTC [13] . With global IOUs of over 91%, this implies an error of less than 10% which may be further improved with depth compensation. For this dataset, we used the same type of circular plate across all images; however, this may not be the case in practice. Depending on downstream processes, it may be worth considering a different plate segmentation method (e.g., incorporation of depth information) to allow for a more robust solution if plates of different shape and design are used.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed a fully automated novel food intake segmentation system (EDFN) based on a deep convolutional neural network for semantic segmentation of food on a plate using monocular RGB images. Our proposed method performs comparably to semi-automatic graph cuts with respective global IOUs of 91.2% and 93.7% and global accuracy of 98.1% and 98.7% on a novel LTC food dataset with groundtruth hand-segmented pixel-wise labelled images. The main difference between these approaches is our proposed system requires no user input whereas for graph cuts, user-defined seed initialization is required and thus increases user time over the current method for tracking food and fluid intake of LTC residents at risk for malnutrition. Practically, our proposed system may provide a feasible, more reliable alternative and a step towards automated tracking of food and fluid intake within the LTC sector.
